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In the present letter, we report phenomena at the Co�Graphene�Co interfaces based on first principles
calculations. The nature of Co–C–Co and Co–graphene–Co atomic bonding at the interfaces were
investigated by means of density of states, electron and spin density analysis. We show that the spins
are antiferromagnetic coupled across the interface via the pd-� interactions between the Gr and Co
layers, as exemplified by the superexchange mechanism. As a consequence, the spin injection
efficiency at the Co�Graphene�Co interfaces and junctions will be reduced. © 2011 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3571553�

Successful preparation of graphene �Gr� �Refs. 1 and 2�
have attracted tremendous interest in realizing the potential
application of Gr in spintronic devices.3,4 The well-fitting
in-plane geometric structures and Fermi surfaces of Gr with
transition metals �TMs=Co, Ni, Cu� surfaces are assumed to
be helpful to yield remarkable magnetoresistance �MR�
effect.5,6 Indeed, spin injection from ferromagnetic metal into
Gr has been realized,3,7,8 however, the efficiency is rather
limited ��10%�.8,9 That is mainly attributed to the conduc-
tivity mismatch between Gr and ferromagnetic metals.10

Nevertheless, the coupling interactions between two elec-
trodes could remarkably influence the spin transmission pro-
cess throughout the spin filter junction. However, pertinent
study is sparse. In this letter, we chose Co as the electrode to
unravel the nature of interactions in the system. Interestingly,
our calculations show some distinctive features of electronic
structures at the Co�Gr�Co interfaces, namely, the interfacial
metal atoms prefer antiferromagnetic coupling via the inter-
calated Gr layer.

Spin polarized density functional theory �DFT� calcula-
tions were performed using the generalized gradient approxi-
mation �GGA� Perdew–Wang functional �PW91� in this
study.11 The electron-core interactions were treated using the
projector-augmented-wave method.12 Similar methods
have been widely employed to study the graphene/metal
interfaces.13–15 A 14 Å vacuum region perpendicular to the
surface were used. All atoms were fully relaxed with the
forces converged to less than 0.02 eV/Å.

In agreement with previous studies, our calculations in-
dicate that the most stable configuration for Gr layer on Co
slab is Gr �CoAC, in which half of C atoms of the Gr layer
reside above the outmost Co atoms �site A� and the rest of C
atoms reside above the third layer Co atoms �site C�.16,17 The
calculated binding energy �21.5 meV/atom� of the Gr �CoAC
structure is comparable with the value �30 meV/atom�, where
the van de Waals contributions were considered, as shown in
Ref. 18.

Deposition of a single Co atom on the Co slab supported
Gr layer is the precursor to fabricate the Co�Gr�Co spin fil-
tering junction. Three deposited positions on top of Gr �CoAC

were considered, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. The single Co atom
deposited on the sixfold B� site �CoB�

S /Gr �CoAC� yields the
highest binding energy of 1.63 eV. The one-fold C� site is
less favorable with a binding energy of 1.23 eV. The A� site
is an unstable position, where the initially deposited Co atom
will migrate to the B� site after optimization. Bader charge
analysis19 indicates that 0.48 and 0.24 electrons were do-
nated by the deposited Co atoms to their coordinated C at-
oms for the CoB�

S /Gr �CoAC and CoC�
S /Gr �CoAC structures,

respectively. Interestingly, it is unexpected that the spin ori-
entation of the deposited Co atom is antiparallel to the sup-
porting Co slab. Energetically, the antiferromagnetic cou-
pling configurations are 0.30 and 0.06 eV lower than the
ferromagnetic alignments in total energies for CoB�

S /Gr �CoAC

and CoC�
S /Gr �CoAC, respectively. Correspondingly, the mag-

netic moments of the deposited Co atoms are calculated to
be −1.62 �B and −2.21 �B for the CoB�

S /Gr �CoAC and
CoC�

S /Gr �CoAC, respectively. The magnetic moments of the
supporting layer are calculated to be 1.56–1.67 �B.

The spin-flip phenomenon also occurs when Co mono-
layer is deposited on Gr �CoAC.The stability of the interfaces

a�Electronic mail: chenliang@nimte.ac.cn.

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Top view of the deposited positions for a single
cobalt atom on the supported Gr layer: A� and C� sites are above the carbon
atoms that are on top of the outmost Co layer �blue� and the third Co layer
�green�, B� is above the center of the C-ring and on top of the second layer
�orange� of the supporting Co slab; �b� side view of the CoC�

L /Gr �CoAC

interface; �c� side view of the CoC-layer structure; �d� side view of the
CoCA�Gr�CoAC interfaces.
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is justified by the interfacial work of separation �Wsep�,

Wsep = �ECo-layer + ECo-slab + EGr-ECoL/Gr�CoAC
�/2A, �1�

where ECoL/Gr|CoAC
is the total energy of one Co monolayer

on Gr �CoAC, ECo-slab, ECo-layer, and EGr are the total energies
of the isolated Co slab, Co monolayer, and Gr contained
in the same cell. A is the surface area of the interface. The
C� site is the preferential site for the individual Co atom
within the monolayer with Wsep of 1.22 J /m2, denoted as
CoC�

L /Gr �CoAC and shown in Fig. 1�b�. The A� and B� sites
are unfavorable positions to anchor the Co monolayers,
which are pushed away with C–Co distances longer than 3.2
Å. The strong cohesive interactions �5.53 eV/atom� within
the deposited Co monolayer significantly weaken the inter-
actions with the supporting Gr layer �the binding energy is
calculated to be 0.06 eV/atom�. Nevertheless, the deposited
Co monolayer still prefers antiferromagnetic coupling with
the supporting Co slab via the sandwiched Gr layer, with the
magnetic moment of −1.71 �B. The total energy of antifer-
romagnetic coupling configuration is 0.42 eV lower than that
of ferromagnetic coupling alignment.

The density of states �DOS� of a Co atom in the depos-
ited monolayer and its coordinated C atom are shown in Fig.
2�a�. The Co–C pd-� bonding interactions between Co 3d
and C 2s, −2p orbitals ���14�–��4� eV� are rather weak.
While the Co 3d spin-up states are significantly pushed up
to the higher energy level, and the spin-down states are shift
down, which result in the spin-down magnetism of this Co
atom. For comparison, the DOS of a Co atom underneath the
Gr layer and its coordinated C atom are shown in Fig. 2�b�.
The area of the spin-up states below the Fermi level is con-
siderably larger than that of the spin-down states, thus yield-

ing the spin-up magnetism. That is, the deposited Co mono-
layer prefers antiferromagnetic coupling with the supporting
Co layer via the intercalated Gr layer.

The electron and spin density images are useful to visu-
alize the nature of the bonding and magnetic coupling inter-
actions. In Fig. 3�a�, the strong sp2-� bonding within the
supported Gr layer shows much higher electron density than
that of pd-� bonding between C 2pz and Co 3d orbitals.
Note that the contour with density higher than 2.0 e /Å3 is
not shown. Via the pd-� bonding, electrons are transferred
from Co atoms to the Gr layer and then occupy the sp2-��

antibonding state. The spin orientations of the transferred
electrons are not changed in this process. As a result, the
unpaired electrons lead to slight polarization of the C atoms
in the Gr layer ���0.05 �B� with the spin lobes antiparal-
lel to each other �see Fig. 3�b��.

According to the superexchange mechanism proposed by
Goodenough and Slater,20,21 the spin orientations of C and
Co atoms should be antiparallel to each other, otherwise, the
electron hopping can’t occur. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3�b�,
the supporting Co slab is aligned in ferromagnetic ordering
with the same spin orientation �solid line� while the mediated
Gr layer leads the deposited Co monolayer to be antiparallel
�dash line� with respect to the supporting Co slab. On the
other hand, the itinerant electrons within the intercalated Gr
layer mediated Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida �RKKY�
interactions are assumed to be an alternative exchange
mechanism. However, the effect of the superexchange
mechanism on the antiferromagnetic coupling should pre-
dominate over the RKKY mechanism in this structure, as
demonstrated in the below.

We next placed C atoms on all the octahedral sites of the
first sublayer of the Co�111� slab to form a “discrete” layer
�with half the number of atoms of the Gr layer�, denoted as
CoC-layer and shown in Fig. 1�c�. The interactions of the C
atoms with Co slab are calculated to be 4.50 eV/atom. The

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The 3d states of a Co atom of the deposited Co
monolayer and the 2s, 2p states of a C atom in the Gr layer of
CoC�

L /Gr �CoAC; �b� The 3d states of a Co atom underneath the Gr layer and
the 2s, 2p states of a C atom in the Gr layer of CoC�

L /Gr �CoAC; �c� The 3d
states of a Co atom of the outmost layer and the 2s, 2p states of the scattered
C atom of CoC-layer; �d� The 3d states of a Co atom of the upper electrode
bonding to the intercalated Gr layer and the 2s, 2p states of a C atom in the
Gr layer of CoCA�Gr�CoAC. The Fermi levels are shifted to zero eV.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a�, �c�, �e� are the charge density and �b�, �d�, �f� are
the spin density of the �110� cut of CoC�

L /Gr �CoAC, CoC-layer and
CoCA�Gr�CoAC structures, respectively. The solid and dash lines in the spin
density maps represent spin-up and spin-down, respectively.
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C–C interactions are significantly weakened �2.18 eV/atom�
and the delocalized conduction electrons are almost elimi-
nated in the intercalated C layer. The DOS shown in Fig. 2�c�
indicates that the 3d states of an outmost Co atom are
strongly hybridized with the 2s, 2p states of its coordinated
C atom in the ranges of ��14�–��10� eV and ��8�–��3� eV,
respectively. Hence, the spin-up states are pushed up to
higher energy region while the spin-down states are shifted
down, resulting in the area of the spin-up states under the
Fermi level is turned to be smaller than that of the spin-down
states. As a result, the spin orientation of the outmost Co
layer is flipped, yielding a magnetic moment of −0.48 �B.
The magnetic moment of the lower Co layers is calculated to
be 0.45 �B. Figure 3�c� clearly displays the sp3-d2 bonding
interactions of the inserted C atoms with Co layers, which
are considerably stronger than the pd-� bonding interactions
between Co layers and the intercalated Gr layer. Further-
more, as shown in Fig. 3�d�, the spin orientation of the out-
most Co layer is antiparallel to the lower Co layers. The spin
lobes of C atoms do not appear due to the negligible mag-
netic moments ��0.02 �B�. Apparently, the antiferromag-
netic coupling of the outmost and lower Co layers is a typical
pattern of the superexchange interactions. Therefore, RKKY
coupling plays a trivial role in the single Gr layer interca-
lated structures, compared to the superexchange mechanism.

Finally, we investigate the electronic structures of the
sandwiched Co�Gr�Co spin filtering junction, where a Gr
layer is intercalated between two six-layer Co�111� slabs.
Half of C atoms of the Gr layer are located on the A sites
bonding to the outmost Co atoms of the lower electrode and
the rest of C atoms form bonding with the lowest Co atoms
�site C� of the upper electrode to lower the total energy,
which is denoted as CoCA�Gr�CoAC and shown in Fig. 1�d�.
Wsep is calculated to be 1.13 J /m2 according to Eq. �1� in
which ECo-layer is replaced by ECo-slab. The magnetic moments
are calculated to be �0.65 and 1.45 �B for the upper and
lower interfacial Co layers, respectively. In contrast, the
magnetic moments of other Co atoms are still
1.31–1.68 �B. The Gr layer has rather limited magnetic mo-
ment of �0.03 �B. The DOS of an upper interfacial Co
atom and its bonding C atom is shown in Fig. 2�d�, where the
area of spin-down states under the Fermi level is larger than
that of spin-up states. The electron density shown in Fig. 3�e�
also indicates that the pd-� interactions of the interfacial Co
atoms with the intercalated Gr layer are rather weak. Like-
wise, the sandwiched structure yields antiferromagnetic cou-
pling of the interfacial Co atoms via the mediated Gr layer,
as shown in Fig. 3�f�.

The antiferromagnetic coupling at the interfaces of the
junction might have important influence on the spin-
dependent transmission through this junction. The transmis-
sion probability of an incoming electron current is dependent
on the available DOS with the same spin orientation in both
electrodes.22 The antiparallel coupling at the Co�Gr�Co inter-
faces may change the spin polarization of the conductance
when an external magnetic field is applied and leads to low
efficient transmission MR, according to Julliere’s formula23

MR =
2P1P2

1 − P1P2
, Pi =

�i
↑ − �i

↓

�i
↑ + �i

↓ �i = 1,2� , �2�

where the effective spin polarization �Pi� is dependent on the
density of the majority ��i

↑� and minority ��i
↓� states at the

Fermi level, respectively. Taking thick graphite film to de-
couple the short-range antiferromagnetic interactions at the
interfaces, might be a feasible solution to enhance the MR
effect, as demonstrated in Refs. 5 and 6. Our calculations
indicated the parallel coupling is preferential at the interfaces
with 0.14 eV lower in total energy than antiparallel configu-
ration when two layers of Gr intercalated between two elec-
trodes. The magnetic moments are calculated to be 1.56 �B

for both the upper and lower interfacial Co layers.
In conclusion, we found an interesting spin-flip phenom-

enon at the Co�Gr�Co interfaces from first principles. The
detailed analysis of the DOS and the spin density maps at the
interfaces indicates that the superexchange mechanism pre-
dominates over the ferromagnetic RKKY coupling. As a con-
sequence, the antiferromagnetic coupling takes place at the
Co–Gr interfaces via the pd-� interactions between the Gr
and Co layers.
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